Quiz at your ease

A chance to win attractive cash prizes for the graduates & post graduates of all the streams

For Registration
Website: bkjbharat.org
Call: 9415222705, 9829557787

Bharat Vikas Parishad Prakashan
Bharat Vikas Parishad is a social and cultural organization of elite society who have a social aptitude for service, promotion and preservation of the great Indian culture and traditions. Established in 1963 with the inspirational and motivational thoughts of Swami Vivekanand, the Parishad has more than 1500+ branches and 70000 family membership. Shri Hansraj Gupta, Swami Satyamitrnanand, Shri Jag Mohan, Dr. L.M. Singhvi, Shri M.Rama Jois and Justice Jitendra Vir Gupta were among the pioneers of this organization.

Our branches work in the Sewa projects for poor and needy like Medical Checkup, Path Labs, Eye operation, Ambulance, Moksh Rath, Diagnostic Centres, O.P.D. for Ayurveda, Homeopathy and Allopathic treatments. Apart from this, we provide approximately 30000 artificial limbs to Divyang free of cost from our 14 Viklang Centers throughout India.

Parishad is dedicated to infuse values (Sanskar) of Indian Culture and Tradition among youths. Guru Vandan, Group Song Competition, Bharat Ko Jano Quiz and Sanskar Camps are planned and organized in all the branches of BVP. More than 20 lakhs students are involved in these projects of cultural awakening.

- **Online Bharat Ko Jano**
  
  We are aware that our young generation is growing with western system of education which is totally devoid of our great culture heritage and traditions which have been universally acknowledged by the historians, scientist and thinkers all over the world. Bharat Vikas Parishad is of the opinion that our youngsters living in India and those living abroad, are not keeping as much pace with our spiritual cultural, social, scientific, and technological superiority as required. Online BKJ competition provides a forum for brilliant and enthusiastic youngster to be aware about Indian arts, traditions, heros heritage, past glory and things like that.

- **What we have achieved**
  
  In 2001 BVP had launched the BKJ quiz for the students of class 6th to 12th. About 10 lakhs students are appearing in written test of the BKJ quiz and approximately 3 lakhs Bharat Ko Jano books are distributed annually.

- **Plan to Catch Them Young**
  
  To infuse a sense of our social and cultural superiority in the minds of the next generation, many like minded organizations are moving forward in this direction. Our Prime
Minster has also showed his concerns to promote the superiority of Indian culture and civilization to the next generation.

**Online Bharat Ko Jano Quiz**

A mega quiz project, the Online Bharat Ko Jano Quiz, has been launched by the Parishad which will boost the knowledge of the youngsters and enable them to appreciate and promote the spiritual and scientific perception of Indian thoughts and traditions.

**Terms and Conditions**

1. The participants must be enrolled as a student in any College or Institute and must have cleared the class 12th examination from any recognized board.

2. He or she should not be more than 40 years of age as on the date of the quiz.

3. A fee of ₹100/- has to be deposited online for appearing in the Online BKJ quiz.

4. The winners of the contest at the national level (including overseas participants) will be given cash prizes as mentioned below:

   **1st Prize:** ₹ 25,000/-
   **2nd Prize:** ₹ 20,000/-
   **3rd Prize:** ₹ 15,000/-
   **4th Prize:** ₹ 10,000/-
   **5th Prize:** ₹ 5,000/-

   There shall also be 12 Special Prizes of ₹ 2000/- each.

5. In addition, top 100 performers shall be given a “Certificate of Appreciation”.

6. The Competition will consist of 100 multiple choice questions to be answered within 40 minutes only.

7. The participant shall appear in the Online quiz on the given date and time at their own computer system. The details shall be informed to them through e-mail after they have successfully registered themselves for the quiz.

8. Only registered participants can appear in the quiz and all the instructions given therein should be followed by the participants.

9. There shall be no fixed syllabus for the quiz. However, anything and everything connected with India or Indians whether directly or indirectly, shall be part of the quiz, and questions shall be related to this only.

9. All other details in connection with the Online BKJ quiz shall be made available to all the participants through the concerned website

   **www.bkJbharat.org.**

**Rules and Guidelines**

1. The participants must enclose an ID proof.

2. The online registration window will remain open as per the notifications.

3. The schedule of the online quiz shall be informed by
notification at the website.

4. The duration of online test will be 30 minutes. The participants can open the link 15 minutes before the commencement of online test.

6. There will be no negative marking in the online test.

7. In case of tie between two or more participants, the system of arriving at the winner shall be followed as per the guidelines as given under FAQ column on the website.

8. The prizes and certificates as mentioned on the website and other places shall be given to the winners as per the programme to be notified.

9. The registered participants shall use their own computer system with their own seamless broadband connection.

10. For any query, the participants are advised to contact the following mail address or FAQ in the website.

   Email: bkj.online@bvpindia.com

---

**For BVP Office Bearers:**

BVP office bearers will contact degree, management vocation or medical engineering college and university institutes of the area for maximum registrations.

---

**Bank Account Details for NEFT/RTGS Payment**

A/c Name: BVP ONLINE BKJ  
Bank: SYNDICATE Bank  
A/c Number: 90962010103749  
Bank Address: Pitampura, CD - Block, Aggarwal Chambers, Delhi-110088  
IFSC No: SYNB009096  
MICR No: 110025125

---

**Dr. Tarun Sharma**  
9412332074  

**Nirmal Joshi**  
9415222705

**Rakesh Sachdeva**  
9417106569  

**Naveen Jain**  
9829557787

---

**Central Office**  
011-27313051, bvp@bvpindia.com

---

**For additional information, please contact:**

**Bharat Vikas Parishad**

Bharat Vikas Bhawan, BD Block, Behind Power House, Pitampura, Delhi-110034  
Ph.: 011-27313051 | 27316049

---

For anything and everything regarding Bharat Vikas Parishad  
Visit Parishad’s Website : www.bvpindia.com